
Audiophile, you lose your temper 

 

  

Translated from the French by Mr Google. Internet forums are a fascinating tool in experimental 

human sciences. They allow communication like never before to be observed within groups 

united by a common interest and also give an idea of the actions of their members - the most 

interesting of course being those that are irrational. 

 A particularly entertaining environment is that of audiophiles: those who seek to listen to their 

music in the best possible conditions, which means for them with the best stereo system possible. 

The ear is an often misleading organ , auditory memory is a faculty as evasive and little 

known as the concept of "timbre" of a sound: it does not take more to make audiophiles who 

take their passion too seriously idiophiles who radicalize their demands so much that they lose 

common sense, become the only ones to hear things, and end up becoming really funny. 

 We naturally find in audiophile forums the behaviors and shortcomings common to any other 

discussion group, quarrels, big mouths, speaker "who knows about it", promotion of "real" 

products and practices, clan wars, and self reputation -maintain some products. But in the case of 

audiophilia is added an additional credo, that perfection in sound reproduction can be 

achieved by acquiring, or rather the composition, by successive adjustments, of the ideal 

stereo system . 

 As you can imagine, this perfection is never reached. In the first period, the amateur, who has 

Mr. Toutlemonde's channel, registers on a forum and quickly learns that he is not doing what 
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needs to be done and that he does not have what must have. We mock his EQ or his Bose 

speakers. We laugh at the idea that he wants good material while his sources are in mp3 128 

kbps on a laptop (note for laymen: it means "poor quality"). Then he posts a photo of his living 

room and it's the general hilarity: tiling everywhere and the speakers pressed against the walls. 

 Little by little, he learns that he is a sinner and that he can correct himself . By dint of 

reading them, he recognizes good brands: these are the ones everyone is talking about. He also 

understands that there are much better ones that are also (coincidentally) ten times more 

expensive. To frequent high audiophile society, he takes an interest in one who has tinkered with 

a separate power supply for his channel, or another who has equipped his "winter garden" with 

BW 805, or another who finally took a picture of the box of his new amp to show that the 

importer loved him so much that he reserved the first serial number for him. The Porsche 

keychain is placed on the cardboard to authenticate the photo and give an idea of the scale. 

 So six months after his debut on the forum, he knows he has to wire his speakers, that it is better 

to separate preamp and "power block", that it is OK to have an equalizer, that it is unacceptable 

to have an equalizer, which must be "dematerialized", that a home cinema amplifier is not stereo, 

that the speakers must form an equilateral triangle with the "sweet spot" and so on. At this stage, 

the apprentice amateur has defined an audiophile "sky", an absolute towards which he 

tendsand which he will access after his death. It can therefore evolve normally, with a few 

touches of eccentricity, that is to say, one day hope to acquire, with the savings of a lifetime, a 

high-fidelity chain, each element of which costs as much as a car. Once this is done, he will 

spend the rest of his time comparing his channel with his friends who have the same thing, 

congratulating them, visiting each other and lending amps to compare. From time to time also he 

will listen to music, mainly female vocal jazz. He will have become harmless, happy and the best 

friend of a wealthy, well-nourished and grateful hi-fi merchant. 

 But if he is not happy, if he thinks that his system, put back a hundred times on the job, could be 

even better, then things will be quite different. Because he will already be very close to idophilia, 

this dissatisfied amateur. 

 In this case, the next step will be to determine the budget by element of the chain. We will learn 

that it takes 30% for the speakers, 20% for the amplifier, etc ... and 10% for the cables. Cables ? 

Yes, the cables . Made a few decades ago from vulgar electric wire, the cables became thick like 

garden hoses, expensive like caviar (several hundred euros per meter is a standard price), and the 

subject of comparative tests. Yes, serious-looking French journals have published comparative 

tests of cables worth several thousand euros in recent years, delivered in rare wooden boxes, and 

have solemnly discussed the sibilance of their high-medium or opening of their sound stage. 

 There is indeed a jargon that those who hear differences in the same sound led by two similar 

copper wires must learn. There is talk of an “ascending”, “analytical” “system”, which “drives” 

“fast” speakers, produces “silky” tones, a “lifting veil” on the sound stage, “transients "and so 

many other expressions that say nothing to the layman. But the sound ecstasy should only come, 

in the audiophile style, after a supported description of the beauty of the object or even its 

weight. There are cannons. The object must be silver - black is for the vulgar, the Sony and the 

Onkyo. The object must be minimalist: each button is a disturbance on "the signal path". If it is 



designed by an Italian and looks like a coffee percolator, it's even better.A joker once suggested 

that an "ON" button was necessary, but not the "OFF" button.  

 The audiophile object must finally have some incomprehensible technical characteristics which 

are therefore essential. It must be “class A” for example and not have a feedback loop. If it uses 

outdated technology for fifty years, it will be even better. The output transformers , for 

example, or better: the tubes . Or better yet: the record player. We always mention in their 

regard the “coldness” of the CD and the “theorem” of Shannon to oppose them the distortions… 

sorry, the “analog heat” of tube amps and turntables with a 80 kg marble flywheel which make, 

in the opinion of the ten people in the world (including nine journalists) who heard it, much 

better sound than the best CD. We will not forget, of course, to "re-tune" his amp with vintage 

American lamps only found on eBay, because it is well known that those that McIntosh puts in 

series on his MC275 mark 6 at six thousand dollars is shit. For the same reasons, we will prefer 

the "moving magnet" turntable cells because two preamps in series is better than one, right? 

 But idophilia will not stop there, especially not. After re-tubing his amp, he will rewire his 

headphones and rave once again about "the veil that lifts" and the impression that "the guitarist 

seems to be in the living room". "Even my wife hears the difference," he will argue, ignoring that 

most high-end hi-fi elements are often only assemblies of components found in consumer 

production. La Rosita , this 10,000 euro DAC that only seems famous on one or two forums, is 

just an Apple Airport Express(110 euros) in an aluminum box. Such a machine from Goldmund 

(there too, five-digit price) had caused a scandal a few years ago when we had noticed the scam: 

it was a three-digit consumer product whose brand had been replaced. Such a Viard Audio power 

cable sold for several hundred euros, the alleged price of an absolute search by an enthusiast in 

his garage? Once disembowelled by a more curious buyer than the others, we discovered that it 

was only a small piece of trade at ten euros. Less extreme but just as little trumpeted, the drive of 

a high-end CD player like the MCD500 is manufactured by Denon and equips machines four 

times cheaper: there would be no reason, moreover, for McIntosh to design and manufacture its 

own : it would probably be much more expensive and less good.The high end is thus - margins 

generally unrelated to quality, good quality nonetheless; there are only a few that exaggerate. 

 At this point, the sociologist or the amateur economist can start his tape recorder in bad faith. 

All the facts I mention are public, but rationality has already left the field. Customers eager not 

to lose face, ignorant or complacent merchants, audiophiles convinced by their ear more than 

their minds come together to convince the dissatisfied that all is well. "Of course the top of the 

line is made of the same thing as the rest, they say, you were the only one to ignore it". “The 

price is the meeting of a need and a supply, it is absolutely not correlated to the quality of the 

product. In any case, we found it better than the rest, ”says a merchant. “If you cannot afford it, 

there is that, at ten euros, which is very good too. ",while the naive smurf says in the background 

"maybe he had a limited series made with a very special alloy?" why is it expensive? and in fact, 

even if it looks like a common cable, it isn't? As you have already guessed, the only one to be 

silent is the brilliant manufacturer. "Given the climate of lynching that reigns on this forum, he 

says, it is out of the question that I explain myself." 

 And then ? Well, cable or not cable, controversy or not, the sound will still not be perfect, not as 

perfect at least as among friends who have the latest gadget that the idiot has not yet. He will 



therefore continue to read a high-end hi-fi review, all the articles of which are written, under 

various pseudonyms, by an editor who is certainly competent but who wishes not to starve or 

lose his friends before retirement.  

 While believing that the signal must go most directly from the source to the speaker, He will 

buy a room corrector which will bring him two or three more analog / digital conversions. (“A 

veil is lifted, I rediscover my disco!”) He will put his CDs in the freezer , wrapped in aluminum 

foil, to “align the electrons”. He will document himself on the “interface micro-discharges” in 

the cables and will look for how to make “  Litz wire  ”. He will coat the edge of his CDs with a 

green or black marker so that an accidentally diffracted laser does not disturb his reading. It 

will fear vibrations and will buy feet, counter legs, pinch pucksand inert marble tables. He will 

no longer lay his cables on the ground but on small easels. He will learn hifi feng shui in 

Montreuil or Romainville. He will install an air ionizer in his living room: everyone knows that 

sound works better when the air is charged. Doesn't thunder during thunderstorms prove it? 

  

He will place in selected places of his living room the grigris of a Japanese guru, silver, gold or 

platinum cups whose effectiveness is proportional to the rarity of the metal and its price, or so 

precious stones, by that I mean "very dear". It will of course have tri-wired and tri-amplified its 

speakers on its mono blocks for a long time, having replaced their original filters. He will stick 

magic stickers on his cables to hear yet another veil rising on another sound stage. And at the 

same time, as the photos posted on the forums will attest, he will keep the walls of his living 

room bare, reverberating as possible, will not cover his tiles with any carpet and will place one of 

his speakers behind a supporting pillar. 

 If you believe that this person does not exist, you are mistaken. It is possible to find his traces - 

and those of his sellers - on the canvas. It is a being that I composed, of course, but not that 

much. And if I have the chance, I will tell you in a future post the story of this very real 

concierge who swallowed up the savings of his couple and his retirement in two mono blocks 

that did not work. Without telling his wife. I will also tell you what is important to me in a chain; 

by dint of reading on the subject and practicing music, we come to form our own ideas. 

 


